Speed Dusting

Dusting can be efficient and simple when you use the right tool and technique. The tool is a professional quality duster that will hold the dust in. Cheap ones do not. The simple technique is explained below.

DUSTING TOOL

A high quality professional microfiber duster.

RULES

1. Go around the room, never backtracking.
2. Dust from TOP TO BOTTOM, door jams down.
3. Vacuuming should be done AFTER dusting.

DUSTING TECHNIQUE

Never flip your duster around or use jerky movements as that’s what spreads the dust. Starting at the top of the room move your duster steadily one way over the surface of what you’re dusting and when you come to the end of it immediately stop. Then start again lower down or on whatever needs dusted next. Remember, the key is to not use excess movement that flicks the dust off your duster.

REMOVE ACCUMULATED DUST

To remove the dust that has gathered on your duster, every now and then tap the duster handle, close to the end, against your foot. Make sure you are CLOSE TO THE FLOOR so the dust shakes down onto it and doesn’t have a chance to float elsewhere. When finished with the room you then vacuum it to pick up all the dust you dropped.
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START AT TOP
STOP
STOP
STOP
END AT BOTTOM

Clean duster every so often by tapping the handle on the bottom of your foot, close to the floor.
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